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Abstract

Spontaneous parametric down-conversion (SPDC) of a visible pump photon is the generation of two less energetic, quantum
entangled photons (QEPs), often in the near infrared (NIR), using a non-linear crystal e.g. beta barium borate. Since the detection
of one QEP predicates the existence of its entangled twin, QEPs have previously been used to measure the absolute photon detection
efficiency (PDE), η(λ), of a detector under test by measuring time-coincident events with an additional trigger detector, allowing
evaluation of ηDUT (λ) without recourse to a calibrated reference detector. In this paper, the QEP absolute PDE measurement
technique is outlined, and an extension of this technique is proposed to measure η(λ) for pixels on a multi-pixel array where
each pixel provides an individual signal output. By treating all pixels in a multi-pixel array as indistinguishable, Monte Carlo
simulations show that the symmetry of the measurement allows η(λ) to be determined for each pixel. A route towards experimental
measurements using this technique with a 64-pixel SiPM array combined with a 64-channel waveform digitiser module is outlined.
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1. Introduction1

Photon detection efficiency (PDE) describes the proportion2

of photons incident on a detector that cause a photoresponse, an3

important figure of merit for photodetectors. Determining the4

absolute PDE is a complex measurement that requires a well5

characterised, stable light source and a wavelength calibrated6

detector; at visible wavelengths, a typical method is to use a7

laser diode and a calibrated photodiode [1].8

An alternative technique uses a non-linear crystal to down-9

convert one pump photon to two less energetic, daughter10

quantum-entangled photons (QEP) that then strike two inde-11

pendent detectors [2, 3]. The ratio of the events incident on the12

two detectors can then be used to determine the absolute PDE.13

In this paper, the technique is expanded to enable self-14

calibration of a multi-pixel detector array, where the electronics15

provides ≈ns timing to identify a QEP from background noise16

signal, and then the signal from each pixel can be extracted17

independently to calculate the absolute PDE of each individ-18

ual pixel. Firstly, we model the technique using Monte Carlo19
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(MC) simulations, and then outline our ongoing route to exper-20

imental verification. This technique could provide the basis for21

laboratory or field-based absolute PDE measurements without22

reliance on the calibration and stability of a reference detector.23

2. Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion, Quantum24

Entangled Photons and Absolute PDE25

Non-linear optical phenomena occur when the polarisation26

density of a medium does not relate linearly to the source inten-27

sity [4]. This occurs in crystals of materials such as beta bar-28

ium borate (BBO) [5], potassium titanyl phosphate (KTP) [6]29

or LiNbO3 [7]. Non-linear media can produce different optical30

effects [8], e.g. upconverting low energy photons into a single31

higher energy photon via second- and third-harmonic genera-32

tion (SHG and THG, respectively), illustrated in figure 1a.33

Some non-linear crystals also act as downconverters, via34

spontaneous parametric down conversion (SPDC)[9]. In SPDC,35

a single incident pump photon with a wavelength λpump is down36

converted to two daughter QEPs with a wavelength λQE ≈37

2λpump. Each non-linear crystal operates at a different λpump;38

for BBO, SPDC occurs for λpump= 355nm, 405nm, 532nm and39
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Figure 1: (a) The mechanism for second- and third-harmonic generation (SHG
and THG), respectively. (b) The difference between Type I and Type II SPDC

775nm [10], resulting in down converted photons in the near40

infrared (NIR). SPDC is classified as type I or type II, depend-41

ing on whether the daughter QEPs are ordinarily or extraordi-42

narily polarised, which constrains the direction of the emitted43

photons, figure 1b. QEPs are emitted at a characteristic angle44

relative to the optical axis: BBO crystals produce a photon ring,45

while BiBO produces an oval [11]. SPDC is an inefficient pro-46

cess, generating QEPs at a rate of 4 in 106 in BBO [11]. Non-47

interacting pump photons could lead to other effects (e.g. SHG)48

or pass through the crystal without interacting. A band pass fil-49

ter can be used to block these excess photons, subject to band50

pass transmission of typically ≈1 in 104 for a Fabry-Perot filter.51

The generation of two QEPs via SPDC has been identified
as a route to determine the absolute PDE of a photodetector.
The entangled photon pair strikes two separate detectors, one
a detector under test (DUT), and the other a ”trigger” [3]. As
they are entangled, a detection by the trigger detector ensures
that a photon is also present at the DUT. The number of photons
detected by each detector is given by

NTrigger, DUT = ηTrigger, DUT N (1)

where, for each detector, N is the incident number of photons,
NTrigger, DUT is the detected number of photons, and ηTrigger, DUT

is the absolute PDE. The number of photons detected by both
detectors simultaneously, NCoinc, is therefore given by

NCoinc = ηDUTηTriggerN (2)

Using equations 1 and 2, ηDUT is shown to be

ηDUT = NCoinc/NTrigger. (3)

Here, ηTrigger is not required to calculate ηDUT - only the number52

of coincident events on both detectors and the number of events53

detected only on the trigger detector are required.54

3. Concept55

This technique can be extended to characterise all pixels on56

a multi-pixel array, figure 2. As the trigger and DUT detectors57

are indistinguishable, the system is symmetric and calculation58

of η can be undertaken for both detectors simultaneously. This59

Figure 2: Experimental layout, with a pump photon λPump ≈350nm down con-
verting to two daughter photons of λDC = 2λ ≈700nm. Band pass filters placed
in front of the detector, a distance D from the crystal, ensure that event only oc-
curs because of two identical photon energies on symmetric pixels, with a pixel
centre-centre distance C. DUT and Trigger signals are then post-processed.

could provide the basis for a simple to use laboratory-based tool60

for absolute PDE characterisation of multi-pixel arrays.61

An MC simulation was developed to determine the effect of62

the crystal-to-detector distance, D, and band pass filter band-63

width, B, for a pump photon of energy E and momentum p in-64

cident on a BBO crystal. The MC simulation was also used to65

determine the procedure required to measure the absolute PDE.66

3.1. Monte Carlo Simulation Setup67

In the MC simulation, photons were incident on a BBO crys-68

tal, of which 4 in 106 generated QEP pairs via SPDC. Each69

QEP was emitted at angles (Θ, φ) relative to the optical axis,70

figure 3. Θ and φ were randomly selected; Θ was selected by71

Θ = θ + δθ ≈ 3.5◦ ± 0.25◦ [11, 12]. As this setup used a type I72

BBO crystal, Θ(φ) was constant [11].73

Θ and φ were used to determine the pixel coordinate on the74

x-y plane where each daughter photon impacted the detector75

array, figure 3. A simplified SiPM detector, made up of 11x1176

pixels, was used to aid computation time. Each pixel comprised77

10 microcells and was allocated N−5 to N5. Given Θ and φ, the78

individual photon energy and momentum components, Ei and79

pi, were calculated. A band pass filter, with a central wave-80

length λcentral=810nm and a band pass width B=0-10nm, re-81

stricted λQE and the position where QEPs strike the detector.82

Any pump photons that did not generate QEP pairs via the83

BBO crystal were assumed to strike the band pass filter. Of84

these, 1 in 104 leaked through the band pass filter and struck85

the central pixel, pixel N0.86

Figure 3: The arrangement used for the MC simulation. Θ (left) and φ (right)
values were randomly selected for each run. The energy and momentum of
each photon was calculated to determine where it would strike the detector.
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Figure 4: The ring that forms without a band pass filter, with ≈4000 events in
any one pixel in the ring, and 109 events in the central spot. D=500 microcells.

3.2. Monte Carlo Simulation Results87

Initial MC simulations shows that a ring is formed where the88

daughter QEPs are incident on the SiPM array, figure 4, as ex-89

pected from ref. [11]. There is also a high intensity central90

spot, where non-SPDC photons strike the SiPM array. Assum-91

ing that there is an independent signal for each pixel, we can92

discriminate against the central pixel signal.93

A band pass filter was inserted to filter out all but the QEP94

photons as far as possible. The width of the band pass filter,95

B, dictates how close λQE must be to λcentral, and thus the num-96

ber of photons that pass through the band pass filter and strike97

the SiPM array. In the MC simulation, for D=500 microcells, a98

wider band pass filter results in a decrease in the apparent atten-99

uation of the number of daughter photons in a particular pixel,100

varying from ≈97% for a 5nm wide band pass filter to ≈65%101

for a 40nm wide band pass filter as shown in figure 5a. There-102

fore the selection of band pass filter is a trade off between the103

number of daughters that are generated, with a greater number104

decreasing statistical error, versus ensuring that detected pho-105

tons are daughter photons, entangled and of equal energy.106

Furthermore, any individual pixel(s) can be characterised107

simply by changing the crystal to detector distance, D, or by108

moving where the pump photons are focussed. The total num-109

ber of photons incident on each microcell is shown in figure 5b,110

with and without a 5nm wide band pass filter, for D in units of111

the microcell size. There is a significant decrease in the num-112

ber of events that pass through the band pass filter cf. without113

the band pass filter. These must come from unequal photon en-114

ergy events or, equivalently, false-positive entanglement events,115

which makes the band pass filter crucial. However, with in-116

creasing D, the intensity of events per pixel decreases due to117

the spread of events from Θ and φ, such that each pixel covers118

a smaller fraction of 2π. As a result, obtaining a certain number119

of events in a particular pixel may take longer for greater D.120

3.3. Determining the Pixel Absolute PDE121

In a further MC simulation, each pixel was allocated an ab-122

solute PDE between 0 and 5%. If a generated photon passed123

through the band pass filter, a random number R=(0,1) was se-124

lected and compared to the pixel PDE to determine if the event125

(a)

(b)

Figure 5: (a) The attenuation of the number of photon events on a given pixel
with a band pass filter of a specific bandwidth compared to no band pass filter
at all. 106 runs. (b) The number of photon events registered in each pixel, with
and without a 5nm wide band pass filter. There is a large decrease in counts for
each pixel with the band pass filter, due to false-positive entanglement events.

registered on the corresponding microcell, as happens implic-126

itly in a SiPM. The numbers of events in each microcell, for127

D=200 and 400 microcells, was summed to quantify the total128

number of events per pixel, while events where both photons129

registered were also counted for each pixel. Each pixel absolute130

PDE was then calculated via equation (3), and plotted against131

the original stated PDE, figure 6. In this case, the MC model132

suggests that the absolute PDE can be measured to an accuracy133

of ±12% in 65% of pixels, and ≈ ±25% in 82% of pixels. Some134

of the less accurate measurements arise due to low event SPDC135

events in the pixels further from the central spot.136

Figure 6: Calculated absolute PDE from each individual pixel compared to the
stated absolute PDE used for the MC simulations. D=200 and 400 microcells,
for 107 and 108 QEPs incident across the array respectively. The dashed line
shows the case where the calculated PDE equals the input PDE.
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4. Route to Experimental Verification137

To achieve verification of this technique with a multi-pixel138

array, the experimental setup requires:139

1. single photon resolution with photon timing on a nanosec-140

ond timescale. Given the low SPDC rate, down conversion141

events per pulse will produce single photons.142

2. individual outputs from each pixel, to enable the pixel re-143

sponse (e.g. time of peak) to be analysed.144

3. high sample rate. Timing ≤1ns enables correlated photons145

to be identified, while reducing the possibility of false-146

positive correlated photons.147

4.1. Electronics148

Tests are on-going with a Hamamatsu S12642 SiPM array of149

64 6mm x 6mm pixels connected to a TARGET module, de-150

veloped for the CHEC-S camera, a candidate camera for the151

Cherenkov Telescope Array [13]. Each pixel is connected to a152

64 channel 1GHz digitiser, based on the TARGET ASIC [14],153

designed for fast timing and coincidence measurements. Opti-154

misation of the TARGET module setup, including array cooling155

and calibration of the electronics, enables single photon resolu-156

tion with a timing accuracy <2ns. Each channel can be analysed157

to determine the number of correlated photon events between158

any two pixels where QEPs struck the detector array. ηDUT can159

then be calculated for the array, including pixel dead space.160

4.2. Achieving Spontaneous Parametric Down Conversion161

To achieve SPDC, a 5mm diameter BBO Type-I crystal is il-162

luminated by a Photek LPG-1 pulsed laser with a peak emission163

at 405nm. Down converted photons emitted by the BBO crystal164

then pass through a band pass filter (λcentral=810nm, B≈10nm).165

The experimental setup is shown in figure 7a.166

In our initial results, photons within a given arrival time (32-167

38ns) and signal window (3-12mV) are counted for each pixel,168

figure 7b. The time and signal window ensures that dark noise169

contributions are minimised and that each photon event is only170

1-2 photons, although optical crosstalk means that some events171

may be missed [15]. Work is on-going to verify that this ring is172

due to SPDC-events, and not from reflections of the laser within173

the optical arrangement or other structured sources of noise.174

5. Conclusion175

In this paper, the original technique to use quantum entan-176

gled photons to characterise the absolute PDE of a detector177

has been extended to characterise SiPMs in a multi-pixel array.178

This setup allows for all pixels in an array to be characterised179

without the requirement for a well calibrated photodiode and/or180

detector, and utilises the system symmetry so that trigger and181

DUT pixels can be characterised simultaneously. Monte Carlo182

simulations have shown that this technique can provide a good183

estimate of the pixel PDE, and can characterise any pixel by184

varying D and the location of the central pixel, N0.185

To achieve this technique experimentally, it requires a low186

noise system, fast timing and individual pixel outputs. Ongoing187

(a)

(b)

Figure 7: (a) Experimental setup, comprising a pulsed laser, optical iris, BBO
crystal, band pass filter, SiPM array and TARGET module. (b) A ring produced
by BBO, indicated by a dashed line, with a central spot within the ring. Four
dead pixels in the top right of the array prevent the full ring being observed.

experiments are using a 64-channel 1GHz waveform digitiser,188

a Hamamatsu SiPM array and daughter photons produced at189

810nm. This technique uses readily-available laboratory equip-190

ment and could, therefore, provide the basis for a simple, low-191

cost tool for absolute PDE characterisation in a laboratory.192
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